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Abstract— Human behavior is strongly connected to time-based        
events during day activities. Predicting user movements can be         
improved with timed context events. If context-rich systems can         
predict where a user is going to, it can make useful           
recommendations regarding to actions user does not want to         
forget. Users would be likely advised to go to place B while            
traveling from place A to C. Context-rich system knows user          
must leave a borrowed book at library B and B is in the way to               
C, where the user is probably going to next time. User           
movements’ prediction can be improved by using day-time        
relationship. Here we show accurate predictions while       
considering morning, afternoon, evening and weekends when       
predicting next place user is going to. We found the accuracy is            
affected by user’s behavior related to time context analysis since          
humans act in patterns during weekends, business days, business         
hours and late night or daybreak. When Markov Chains are fed           
with information about time, its accuracy raises as it is more           
probably going to lunch before afternoon and going to a club at            
weekend night. Our results demonstrates strong predictions       
when comparing the same data before time-based analysis and         
after. Introducing time context information to the Markov        
Chains achieved reliable predictions. We anticipate our       
technique to be an effective way for predicting user movements          
from a mobile device while running a context rich system. The           
present method is lightweight for mobile devices’ current        
technology according to the previous research papers plus the         
accuracy obtained by the time-based analysis. This paper        
clarifies why time context information is useful to improve         
prediction quality of users’ movements and implied activities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
While looking for the future of the computational        

intelligence regarding to context-rich systems and      
mobile devices or Personal Digital Assistants, we       
are taking care of the handheld side. With the         
present research we are looking for an alternative        
way for a lightweight software to detect locations,        
determine places and predict users’ movements      
considering day and time. 

We started this study by analyzing a set of GPS          
coordinates plotted in 3D graphs. By looking at the         

layers in the 3D graphs we found a hypothesis         
where user’s history behavior is closely related to        
periods during each day. Business days, weekends       
and holidays may interfere in users’ habits and        
behavior changes could be found also at the level of          
daytime sections like morning, afternoon and      
evening. Since it directly influence users’ actions,       
we can use such information for accurately       
predicting the next place they are going to. 

Based on the hypothesis of date and time        
influence in the user's daily activity and following        
the notion obtained by the 3D graphs of GPS         
coordinates, a Markov Chain were established for       
calculating probabilities regarding to the next place       
users are going to, related to day of week and day’s           
period. 

This approach is not explored by the previous        
related work, present at section II, as an easy way to           
improve prediction accuracy at low cost      
calculations, allowing mobile devices doing so. 

We started an assay with 1,600 hundred GPS        
coordinates from January 2011 to October 2016 in a         
total of 67 megabytes of information obtained by        
Google Takeout [11]. 

This paper contains sections as follows: Section       
II presents previous related work regarding to place        
discovering, labeling and movements prediction.     
Section III is about to the initial study for         
introducing the concept of time influence on daily        
basis activities. Section IV demonstrates the      
techniques used for reproducing previous work      
improving it with the new concept of time-based        
analysis for predictions on mobile devices. Section       
V shows the experiment results related to developed        
software and finally, section VI is a conclusion of         
this work and related future work. 



II. RELATED WORK 
Our current work aims to improve predictions in        

a lightweight solution for resource-limited mobile      
devices by scrubbing the best achievement of each        
previous work plus our new approach of       
introducing time-based information to the Markov      
Prediction Model. 

Previous researchers didn’t have current     
sophisticated environment for creating the     
knowledge related to identify places in locations.       
Most of their problems are related to GPS devices         
with low duration batteries and map frameworks       
difficult to operate. Nowadays every mobile phone       
has a GPS reporting history location integrated to        
Google Maps through Google Location History      
[11] and also GeoPy [19], a Python toolbox for         
geocoding. So many previous problems are no more        
obstacles to advance in research of location-aware       
systems. 

Location-based prediction scenario is current     
covered by Jong K. et. al. [1], [2] which contributed          
with extracting places from locations. A place is        
somewhere with a semantic meaning to the users, as         
their work, home, gym, etc. They provided a useful         
time-based clustering algorithm simple enough to      
run on a resource-limited mobile device and able to         
work determining important places on the go. Their        
algorithm is robust enough to determine places       
while removing outlier coordinates. Other     
advantage of their approach is related to its        
parameters can be dynamically changed for      
working with places and sub-places as a university        
as a place and its departments as a sub-places. 

Many other researchers are looking for improving       
places detection, movements prediction and plus      
activity inference. Thierry B. et. al. [10] proposed a         
kernel-based algorithm with resilience to GPS      
noise. 

Lin L. et. al. [3], [4] did the most complete          
research for doing place extraction, activity      
discovery and labeling. Their method takes care of        
inaccurate place detection regarding to there is no        
threshold for permanent satisfying the discovery of       
places and sub-places at the same time. In the way          
of solving detection and provide high accuracy,       
they labeled places inferring activities according to       

their model. They started using relational Markov       
Networks [12] and Conditional Random Fields      
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. 

In the other side of location based systems,        
Daniel A. et. al. [5], [6] focused on predicting         
users’ movements regarding to probabilities for      
transitions in first and second order Markov Models        
[8], [9], [12]. Their study inspired the observation        
of users’ movements as a pattern frequent enough        
for doing strong based predictions at this current        
work. They also ran their experiment for multiple        
users environment allowing cross classifications of      
meaningful places. 

Finally, we have Parth B. et. al. [7] with a modern           
apparatus with benefits of previous works above in        
the way of help users get in time on their schedule.           
To reach this target they use predictions for        
calculating travel times and keep users aware of        
their meetings considering previous research from      
Inferring Calendar Attendance [18]. 

A location based prediction system must have       
elements such as extracting significant and      
meaningful places from locations in raw GPS data,        
predict user movements in between places and infer        
user activities, so knowing user actions in their        
context is the base for feeding context-rich systems.  

As presented, researchers are exploring this vast       
subject with many different approaches, each one       
with pros and cons. Our main advantage, not yet         
explored by anyone, is the use of periods of         
daytime while predicting user movements regarding      
to business days, weekends and holidays. This way        
we have better predictions and accurate ratings, but        
keeping low cost when processing GPS series of        
data. 

III. USING GPS RAW DATA FOR 3D GRAPHS ANALYSIS 
A previous understanding of users’ habits is       

desired for better predicting users’ behavior      
regarding to their pattern of movements. An easy        
way to check patterns to formulate a first        
hypothesis is to observe the traces of travels users         
do. Mapping users’ location history as a heat map         
or even plotting the entire raw history is a good way           
to check whether the users are spending their time. 

We started testing many ways to visualize users’        
paths. By using Octave [21], we read entire Google         



Location History of a user to see where he has been.           
Observing the traces, it is easy to formulate a         
hypothesis where the bold lines are the most        
common paths and the relevant places are seen        
larger than lines. First map produced with standard        
shape files [20] denoted paths and places marked        
inside red circles as seen in Fig. 1 Paths and places’           
sizes are relative since some ways are more relevant         
than others regarding to the bold circles and the tiny          
circles.  

 
Fig. 1  Shapefile with raw GPS data plotted by Octave. 

To ensure there are patterns in users’ behavior,        
we test k-means [22] algorithm in the raw GPS data          
considering latitude, longitude and timestamp.     
Timestamp can be grouped in many different ways;        
its number does not fit any grouping criteria since it          
is a single number. By converting timestamp to        
year, month, day, hour, minute and second, we can         
group a set of GPS coordinates filtering business        
days, weekends and day’s periods like morning,       
afternoon and night. As a result, for the second test,          
Fig. 2 displays a color flat map with user’s         
movements. The clustering process separate groups      
as red, green and yellow as more visible due to its           

density. Red dots are present in most of time at the           
end of map while green and yellow are along the          
ways user moves. 

 
Fig. 2  A set of k-means clustering GPS coordinates from Campinas-SP. 
Once we know the user’s behavior, it is easy to          

calibrate k-means algorithm for better clustering      
results. In the Fig. 3 there are clusters well defined          
for home as yellow, work as red and lunch as          
purple. In addition, the way from home to work is          
cyan and the way back to home is green. Of course,           
even in a flat map the notion of superposition is          
clear since yellow dots comes first, than cyan, red,         
purple and green. 

 
Fig. 3  A set of k-means clustering GPS coordinates with zoom. 

Therefore, plotting this map in 3D is useful to         
confirm each group is being clustered according to        
a relation between latitude, longitude and time. Our        
first observation in 3D graph were made with a 7          
cluster k-means set. Having the knowledge where is        
the user’s home we can see at the bottom right          
corner of Fig. 4 two early morning clusters as green          
and yellow, next is morning when user leaves home         
in the way to his work, clustered as red. This view           
puts all points together in the same cluster so it is           
not possible to know the direction of flow. Since         



this is an observation of known habits, to confirm         
their patterns, is clear that cyan color is happening         
between afternoon and evening, where user goes       
back to home. Purple indicates night period with        
greater density at home and in a shopping mall. 

 
Fig. 4  A 3D set of k-means clustering with GPS coordinates. 

Road tracks are always present at the top and the          
bottom of 3D graphs. When k-means groups       
clusters based on time, it puts work place together         
home. There is no k-means settings for       
automatically group roads and places based on       
periods. 

A. Looking for an Ideal Clusterization Settings 
Clustering GPS data with good settings is       

difficult due to several constraints. Each of the        
following graphs demonstrate different cluster     
groups. Even when you find a good set of         
parameters to describe groups that put it all        
together, it always has some kind of ‘leak’, keeping         
uncovered groups outside the patterns and      
standards. 

1)  Work versus Rest: In a 3D spatial distribution,        
groups are defined in terms of periods. Adopting the correct          
scale while grouping hours is the key for achieving the best           
set. Unfortunately, cycles during daytime are not regular and         
measuring working hours must consider lunchtime. By this        
rule, working periods are split in two groups: before and after           
lunch. Also, there must be a prior group for morning, before           
work and a group for late afternoon or early evening after           
work. For a good example, in Fig. 5, there are red clusters for             
working hours. These k-means configurations are good to see         
early morning in green, breakfast in blue, end work in purple           
and finally back to home or dinner in light green. The main            
problem of this approach is finding lunch, which may be          
considered also as a working hour. 

 
Fig. 5  A 3D filtered set of k-means clustering focusing work time. 

When changing settings for another approach, as in        
Fig. 6, even when the working time is split in red and green,             
lunchtime does not appear in the graph as well. Lunchtime          
belongs to the red group but its density is low and just a few              
dots are visible in the graph. 

 
Fig. 6  A 3D filtered set of k-means clustering splitting work time. 

2)  Places versus Tracks: Users spend their times in        
places longer than 30 minutes which leads to use at least a            
whole our for cluster size. However, traveling from one place          
to another does not take, in general, more than 40 minutes. By            
noticing the track back to home, Fig. 6 in blue, it becomes            
yellow in the half way. Trying to minimize and isolate work           
cluster from its following track, in Fig. 7, we see new clusters            
just with tracks in yellow and purple. Even when k-means          
clustering is capable to isolate tracks from places, there is no           
way to differentiate between them and it does not work all the            
time since, in Fig. 7, we see tracks from early morning are still             
clustered together home and work morning clusters. 

3)  Weekend versus Business day: Another relevant      
point regarding to context behavior classification is that users         
intended to act different while working or resting, according         
to Fig. 8 which considers only GPS data timestamp from          
weekends and holidays. There is no trace of work clusters at           
the graph. This user behavior also changes regarding to         
lunchtime, since lunch is usually clustered together lime color         
group if a business day. By the weekends and holidays it is            
clustered a little late in the green cluster. Dinner is also           
noticed as yellow. 



Separate business days apart from weekends and       
holidays is an effective filter. According to Fig. 9, workplace          
is correctly grouped in four clusters as early morning,         
morning, afternoon and evening while home place does not         
have any cluster but early morning and night. 

 
Fig. 7  A 3D set of k-means clustering with separated tracks and places. 

Comparing Fig. 10 to Fig. 9 is possible to see          
k-means clustering is failing in day’s edges. While Fig. 9 mix           
morning home and work clusters in blue, Fig. 10 mix late           
evening work and home clusters in purple. 

 
Fig. 8  A 3D set of k-means clusters with just weekend and holidays GPS 

data. 
Even when telling k-means to use the correct number         

of clusters, the result is complex to handle, demanding a          
pipeline for processing the result, which adds cost of         
calculations. Even if other approaches with Mean Shift [23],         
[24] or X-Means [25], [26] are used, when is not needed to            
provide number of clusters, they fail to get the ideal number of            
clusters. Many colored clusters can be found at Fig. 11 and the            
extended number of clusters do not help in predictions indeed. 

B. Looking for predictions related to lunch-time 
Time for lunch is a recurring problem mentioned        

in previous sections. Lunch clusters are small in        
comparison to place clusters. Applying Principal      
Component Analysis in latitude and longitude, over       
the time, we have Fig. 12 describing where users is          
during a period. Horizontal lines at the top of the          

graph represent the home location and horizontal       
lines at de bottom are representing work location. 

 
Fig. 9  A 3D set of k-means clusters with just business days GPS data. 
While at home, we notice that there is no         

interruption in the location, but work line       
representation has a variation in the middle of day,         
that represents user’s movements regarding to      
lunch. 

 
Fig. 10  A 3D  k-means cluster set with business days with mixed last cluster. 

All those graphs are suggesting users’ movements       
are directly related to the environment on their        
around. A PCA analysis [28] in Fig. 13 shows user          
is not at his work sometime around 12 pm usually. 

 
Fig. 11  A 3D set of k-means with many clusters of  work GPS coordinates. 

As seen in Fig. 12, there is a single linear view of            
a streamed user’s behavior and plotting them all        



together, we have Fig. 13 where Z axis represents         
each day of month. In this view, there is no density           
enough to see relevant changes in lunch-time. It        
seems outliers or noise. 

 
Fig. 12  Principal Component Analysis with lunch-time movement. 

Rotating the graph in Fig. 15, demonstrate a little         
more clear dispersion of dots representing the lunch        
period. Since there is a restaurant inside user’s        
company, it is very common having lunch and work         
clusters together. 

 
Fig. 13  A 24 hours cluster with locations between work and home. 

Based on 3D graph representation of time-based       
GPS coordinates, this work sustained a hypothesis       
that time influences directly on predictions. 

 
Fig. 14  Daily activity by month view per hour. 

So, we started next stage of the research, looking         
for a way to predict users’ movements considering        
the period of daily time and date. 

 
Fig. 15  Daily activity by month flat view per hour . 

Since this proposal is aiming to improve previous        
results from other relevant research, we decided to        
pick up the better feature present in each previous         
work to compose our base research platform.       
According to the next section, we present the way         
we achieve our results. 

C. Detecting Places and Predicting Users’ Movements 
According to the previous work, from section II,        

there are many ways to look for places. Google         
Maps [27] does this as well. Going to visited menu,          
under Maps Android Application, there is a list as         
in Fig. 16 with each recent places users visited. 

 
Fig. 16  Google Maps Android application with a list of visited places. 



 

To make this research possible, we adopted Jong        
K. et. al. [1], [2] method for extracting places from          
traces of locations. In their research, a time-based        
clustering algorithm was developed to run on a        
resource-limited mobile device. A pseudocode is      
presented in Fig. 17 and their deep explanation is         
found at researchers’ papers as [1] and [2]. 

 
cluster( loc) 
input: measured location loc 
State: current cluster cl, 
       pending locations plocs, 
       significant places Places 
 
 1: if distance( cl, loc) < d then 
 2:    add loc to cl 
 3:    clear plocs 
 4: else 
 5:    if plocs.length > l then 
 6:       if duration( cl) > t then 
 7:          add cl to Places 
 8:       clear cl 
 9:       add plocs.end to cl 
10:       clear plocs 
11:       if distance( cl, loc) <  d then 
12:          add loc to c 
13:          clear plocs 
14:       else 
15:          add loc to plocs 
16:    else 
17:       add loc to plocs 

Fig. 17  Time-based clustering algorithm from Jong K. et. al. [1], [2]. 

Although Lin L. et. al. [3], [4] should be the          
robust way for extracting places from GPS traces,        
we found satisfactory results while using Jong K.        
[1], [2] presented in Fig. 18, and after developing         
the pseudo code presented in Fig. 17, using GeoPy         
[19], we reach a fair set of visited places. Those          
results composed our baseline for feeding the       
Markov Chain model as described by Daniel A. et.         
al. [6], [7], which have also their own method for          
extracting places in their article. The Markov model        
described in [6], [7] uses information from       
transitions from a place to another. For predicting        
where user is going to, Markov decision is taken by          
a relative frequency, calculated by all transitions       
that comes from a place A to B divided by all           
transitions that comes from A to anywhere. Another        
second calculus is made considering also where       
users were before. With information from second       
order, prediction results are improved, so user was        

in place A before going to place B and based on this            
we predict next place C. 

Previous work from [3], [4] just uses transitions        
from one place to another for predicting where        
users are going to. In this present work, we add          
information helper to this model by our       
understanding time does matter. 

 
Fig. 18  A 3D set of k-means clustering with GPS coordinates. 

Assuming place A is a shopping mall and user is          
at home B, user’ probability to leave place B going          
to place A depends on the period of day. Users are           
more intended to do the same kind of things at the           
same periods, e.g. having lunch, dinner or breakfast        
and those cycles also are affected by business days         
or weekends and holidays. 

While working with context-rich systems, time is       
an important context, since some actions are       
time-related, so we can assume the reason for going         
to place A, from place B, in the morning, may be a            
breakfast. Going from Home to a Shopping Mall, at         
night, maybe diner, cinema, or even both and this         
event is more likely to happen at the weekends or          
holidays. Considering context, a transition between      
home and shopping has a heavyweight at Saturday        
night than at Monday morning. 

IV.TIME-BASED IMPROVEMENTS 
Since 2003 technology has changed a lot. Daniel.        

A. et. al. [6], [7] faced difficulties while collecting         
data due to their apparatus in the Zürich study.         
Nowadays mobile phones are integrated with GPS       



and they collect location data every time,       
everywhere. Our database is full of coordinates, one        
from 2011 to 2016 and another from 2015 to 2016,          
which means we do not have a natural limitation in          
the quantity of data available for analysis and the         
number of second order transitions is not relatively        
small. 

Then we started implementing the Markov model       
described in [6], [7] to reproduce their assay. With         
GeoPy [19] we are fully able to set unique ID’s for           
each place, including their address and real name, if         
available, such as Building Name. 

The source code, in Python, walked through the        
entire GPS data, from begin to end in the timestamp          
ascending order generating a table with pairs and        
triads of places, representing first and second order        
transitions, then transitions were calculated to      
obtain the relative frequency. 

With this first Markov model, we have a baseline         
for comparison and we can do predictions in the         
same way of previous work. 

Once their model is working in our Python        
development, we started our model based on their        
previous. The algorithm still consists the same, but        
now the unique ID proposed has changed. 

First, we calculate transitions from A to B and         
also calculate transitions from A to B and to C. This           
way A is a unique place, with its ID. Changing the           
algorithm consists in treating a place not just the         
same place all the time, but a new place at each           
period of daytime. 

According to Table I, a place will assume 6         
different IDs, e.g. A0 when it is Early Morning, A2          
when in the Afternoon and so on. Now, transitions         
from A to B are not just put all together, having A0            
→ B0; A1 → B2; A2 → B3 → C4. 

TABLE I 
MEANING OF PERIODS OF DAY 

Number List for Time in Periods 
Code Period Meaning 
0 06H to 09H Early Morning 
1 09H to 12H Morning 
2 12H to 15H Afternoon 
3 15H to 18H Evening 
4 18H to 21H  Night 
5 21H to 06H Late Night 

 

As previously explained, the chances of a user        
going to some place (for breakfast) based on where         
he is, at the morning, are greater than if user is in            
the same place but at night. A user can usually go to            
have breakfast and goes just occasionally for       
dinner. 

This behavior is also affected when it happens in         
business days or weekends and holidays. Using the        
same technique, we expanded again the unique ID        
for having another instance of differentiation. As       
seen in Table II, weekends and holidays are being         
separated from business days, then we have a place         
A in a combination with 6 periods and 2 types in a            
total of 12 different IDs for each place. 

For example, a place A in the morning will         
assume A11 for a business day and A01 for a          
weekend or holiday. This notation is made by        
[Place|Day|Period] and indexes from Table II come       
first in the sequence, before indexes from Table I. 

TABLE II 
MEANING OF WORKING DAYS 

Number List for Working Days 
Code Period 
0 Weekends, Holidays 
1 Business Days 

 
We can divide a day in many fractions, as many          

as we want. In this case, place A is expanded in 12            
new cases. By slicing periods less than three hours         
will explode combinations and maybe cause      
redundant predictions as the user is not really        
staying one hour in each place. Slices greater than         
three hours are also a problem, since user may have          
a pause for a snack. 

The decision for using chunks of 3 hours are         
based on the traditional way humans already use to         
classify periods of day, so intuitive as morning,        
afternoon, evening and night should represent our       
behavior in fidelity and seems to be effective. 

In Table III we see an example of combination         
with many transitions. From A to B is possible to          
infer user is going to lunch by transitioning from 1          
to 2 in the second number. First number is always          
1, indicating a business day. As already discussed,        
sometimes transitions happens between different     
periods, which means we are facing the last hour         
from the previous period and the first hour from the          



next period. This case is good for diagnosing what         
is happening. In the second line of Table III we          
know user is going to D04 at a weekend or holiday           
and passing the boundary from Evening to Night. 

TABLE III 
PLACES IN TERMS OF TIME-BASED UNIQUE TRANSITIONS 

Transitions Description 
A11 → B12 → A12 Last Morning to Afternoon (Lunch) 
C03 → D04 → C04 Last Evening to Night (Cinema) 
H05 → W10 → L12 Home Sunday to Work Monday to Lunch 
 
These special transitions are meaningful. Note in       

the third line when user was at Home in a Sunday           
or Holiday H05 (late night) and then make a         
transition to Work in a Business Day (early        
morning). 

Depending on GPS updates, sometimes we can       
have a situation when user transition from 0 (early         
morning) to 2 (afternoon) without passing from 1        
(morning). This is not a problem for predictions        
since user stays at W. Even though system is blind          
for a stream of data, these missing events do not          

change the prediction results regarding to the next        
place is predicted as afternoon lunch L12. 

V. PREDICTION EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
Having the two models side by side, we analyzed         

the same data with both. Due to the original table          
has thousand lines, we picked up expressive       
samples for showing here in Table IV. 

In a side-by-side comparison, our model filtered       
the first line of Table IV from 180 to 159 transitions           
that occurred in a business day early morning,        
improving prediction from 85.56% to 92.45%. 

Another good example is the 402 transitions from        
“Home ⇒ Shopping Galleria ⇒ Home”, split in        
four new groups for the new model. While first         
three groups happened in weekends\holidays, the      
last one occurred in a business night. Even though         
we split a single set of transitions to four, the          
prediction improved from 92.04% to at best 94.59%        
in the worst case. Another curious observation we        
can make is when Home and Shopping are together,         
notice it happens in weekends or holidays according        
to lines 5 and 7. 

TABLE IV 
COMPARISON BETWEEN MARKOV MODELS BEFORE AND AFTER TIME-BASED APPROACH 

 
The better predictions reflect the sense of user        

behaves in distinct ways on different dates, even        
when in the same places. The introduced IDs in a          
composed key also helps meaningful analysis for       



high-level interpretations of users’ behavior. For      
context-rich systems, this can be a useful tool in         
terms of even more than just predicting where users         
are going to, but inferring what they are doing. 

VI.CONCLUSIONS 

During the progress of this research, we       
developed many tools using Octave [21] to analyze        
GPS raw data from Google Location History [11].        
The toolset produced in this research generated       
various data visualization types, including 2D and       
3D graphs. Some of techniques applied to the GPS         
data, like k-Means [22], X-Means [23], [24],       
MeanShift [25], [26] and PCA [28] helped       
constructing a high level comprehension of users’       
behavior, for creating the main hypothesis that time        
influence directly into the prediction results. 

By picking up the best of each previous work, we          
developed a system able to extract places from        
traces of locations, on the fly, through a        
resource-limited mobile device as present in [1],       
[2]. And after having places found, we added        
context-time information into the Markov model      
from [5], [6] to enrich predictions with improved        
high accuracy. 

The main result obtained from this research is the         
conclusion periods during a day can improve       
predictions from Markov model, creating a      
lightweight and reliable system as a tool for using         
integrated in Context-Rich Systems for predicting,      
in time-based context, where is the next place user         
can go. 

A. Future Work 
Next research includes a filter with some criteria        

to clear the Markov table with relative frequencies        
that are not relevant, in which we freeze some         
transitions until they have more data to be relevant.         
In this case, when users go to new places and we           
found just one or a few transitions. 

An error analysis with Bias-Variance Tradeoff      
[29] will be applied to confirm the filter is         
improving predictions for this software can be       
optimized and ported to an Android Device. 

Finally, extracting places from traces of      
location’s settings should be automatically adjusted      
and also dynamically adjusted to decide whether we        

need zoom in or zoom out on the map for finding           
locations, sub-locations and predict even     
movements inside a place like a university campus        
or factory.  
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